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A tribute for my “travel companion”
The 2nd of February: today my friend Soke Dai Robert Clark should have celebrated his 70th birthday.
Three years have gone by since he passed away, because of an inexorable disease
which hit his strong temperament.
I’m always an idealist thinking that who are “out” (looking for a simple glory
and for the unreal “El Dorado” and incomes), should have remembered him or
at least mentioned him.
To whom has celebrated his life with us in this day, really a heartfelt thanks.
And know that Soke Dai from the sky of the Kami, is remembering us all with
the usual passion.
Thanks Anne Toney – sosai – for having shared her birthday with a memory so
beloved to me also in the name of Beryl Miao
ON KO CHI SHIN
To study the past to understand the present
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti (Imoto Kaigi President and founder)

Double anniversary
Today we celebrate the birth of a man who has undoubtedly changed lives for a
lot of people - an entire world of people! It is only with sadness that we witness
how easily some can forget their debt of gratitude to those who have paved their
way. SokeClark himself always warned of the evil of egotism and there is no place for it in a Martial Arts world of loyalty, discipline & respect.
But with the yin & yang of life comes the marvellous spectacle of witnessing
hundreds of WJJF-WJJKO members, and friends of members, change their
profile photo in an act of
solidarity to the Robert
Clark Foundation logo - a
charitable organisation set
up to carry on his legacy.
The spirit lives on.. &
thank you to all who have
contributed to and supported the Federation
over the years and your
loyalty and respect in honouring a great man.
Anne Toney (WJJF Ireland)

“Dime con quien andas, y te dire quien eres.
"Tell me who your friends are, & I'll tell you
who you are"
Training at Hanshi Leandro Montes Leon dojo in Cuba
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After spending a day meeting with
Cuban delegates we travelled to
what turned out to be a great night’s
training on the outskirts of Havana,
in one of the poorest districts. We
were taken to what looked like an
abandoned factory but when we
went inside the local people had
cleaned one of the rooms
up and set up a Dojo
complete with bamboo
bridge over a kuy pond!
Because there was no
money for mats they
used sawdust under a tarpaulin to break the impact on the concrete.
Thank you to Kage Dojo
for the opportunity to
teach and get to know
you all - a real taste of
Cuban Ju Jitsu/Nin Jitsu
- thank you to Shihan
Darmar Soberon Aceve-
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do.
Day two, we spent some time in the old district of Havana seeing the sights and
drinking in the culture, then went to one of our host’s apartments for some traditional cuban dinner.
That night we were to teach in a house which had been converted into a Dojo.
The walls had been knocked down to open up a training area for the students.
The Ju Jitsu Master whose house it was, lived with his family in a small area at
the back of the house, which was a meeting place for all his students and friends.
After training we were once again invited to eat with them and given traditional
Cuban food and the obligatory glass of white Cuban Rum!
I just love the people here, it’s a different world.
The following day I was interviewed by Cuban Televison along with Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti. Ballymena council got a mention, with David telling
them that his Dojo had received funding for a new sports surface.
Then we had a great couple of days at Bay of Pigs - Playa Girion- teaching on
the beach - I was teaching Kama (a martial arts weapon much like a sickle) but
no one had Kama to practice with. For the next class they came with Kama made of bits of branches and a large pod that holds the seeds from one of the trees
in the jungle! When people want to practice here - they find a way!!
From a social perspective of the trip I could not have been better looked after.
Friday we went to the museum at Girona - where local forces defended the
country from American forces who landed at the Bay of Pigs in 1961. I also had
a cooking lesson with the lovely Marilin Garcia Orozco and then we were taken
on to Havana fortress for sight seeing and to watch the firing of the cannon then back for a beautiful meal with Marilin and Ernesto.
I've met some really amazing people out here. I'm so honoured to have had the
opportunity to teach and train with them.
David Toney Kai Cho Ireland, Cuba January, 2016.
Proud to be part of this amazing Federation

WJJF Ireland Instructor Awards dinner/Foundation
One hundred and twenty guests attended the Tullyglass House Hotel for the
World Ju-Jitsu Federation’s Instructor Awards night.
Unknown to the thirty coaches who were being presented – International President Shike Bertoletti and delegations of instructors from Italy and England were
attending as surprise Guests of Honour.
Co-founders of the Federation Beryl Miao
and Shike Bertoletti were launching their
Foundation in honour of their partner, the
departed Soke Dai Robert Clark. ‘Robert
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Clark Foundation’ is a charitable entity set up to promote benevolent work via
Martial arts, and in so doing continue the legacy started by Soke Clark.
At the dinner Senior Club instructors were awarded for their loyalty and dedication to Robert Clark’s Federation. The new certificate, designed by Daniel Reed,
contained a quote from one of Soke Clark’s favourite authors, Rudyard Kipling:
‘For the strength of the pack is the wolf and the strength of the wolf is the pack.’
This is such a significant quotation in terms of the Federation, particularly here
in Ireland where the coaching team work very much as a cohesive team and the
Senior Technical Officers are a huge part of the development and strength of the
group.
Also from the Dojo (Headquarters
for WJJF Ireland), Master Liam Magill was given a special merit award
for his voluntary support and defence
of WJJF-WJJKO International by the
President himself. All the best organisations come under attack sometimes
– let it be known, we only use the best form of defence!
James Bleakney, one of Kai Cho David Toney’s personal students, presen-
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ted Ms Beryl Miao with a thank-you letter on behalf of his family, for money
raised for his son’s care in the NI Children’s Hospice, supported by the Robert
Clark Foundation.
The feeling of the evening was very much of a close-knit family. Everyone was
delighted at the ‘twist’ to the evening where it was a fantastic surprise to have
our international brothers attend, what is normally, an Ireland instructors event.
Thanks to Shike Bertoletti, Shihans Stefano Draghi, Mirko di Cristofaro, Daniela De Pretto, Livio Cesar Proia and Gianni Roncini for making the time to
attend. And also to Dorothy Adamson, Karl Jessen and their beautiful daughter
Tegan for managing to come over at such short notice to fill the GB seats.
Thanks also to So-Shihan Dave Flaherty, Country Rep for GB for his moving
message that he sent to be read in his absence. Shihan Flaherty is another one of
the longest-standing members of the Federation and as such there is a lot of history to be gleaned from him so we look forward to his attendance at our next
event. The speeches and the toasts were very emotional but a fantastic tribute to
commemorate and celebrate a truly inspirational life.
The following day, a private memorial was held at the dojo for Soke Dai Robert
Clark. Part of this ceremony was the traditional Japanese ritual of ‘cutting of the
bamboo’. The tradition, called Suemonogiri is thousands of years old and was
conducted to demonstrate a warriors’s iaijutsu or kenjutsu skills to his lord, and
used in special ceremonies at the castle of shrine. Some of the participants had
never done this before and commented on how memorable an experience it was
for them. Most were able to take their piece of cut bamboo with them as a momento, but in all the emotion of the day Dorothy Adamson, who made her first
cut, was unable to find her piece. Kai cho David Toney removed his own cut
piece from the Torii Gate to give as a gift home to North-East Ju-Jitsu and Kobudo, our newest (yet oldest) recruits to WJJF-WJJKO GB. Having been placed
on Soke Clark’s Torri Gate, we hope this too will have some special significance.
The Torri Gate erected in the Dojo is a beautiful, fitting homage to the man, the
martial artist and the founder of our Federation: Soke Dai Robert Clark. On
this occasion, Shike Bertoletti presented Kai Cho David Toney with an original
9th Dan Certificate belonging to Soke to be placed there and a Memorial book
was opened to be signed by all guests who visit there.
One hundred and twenty people, a fraction of those affected, brought together
by the sheer impact of one extraordinary man on their lives. All like-minded in
their desire to support one another and carry forth a brilliant legacy - a very
powerful signal to the world that the spirit lives on. Oss!

Bruce R. Bethers 8º dan Wjjf U.S.A.
Josef Oberhollenzer 7º dan Shihan Wjjf Germany
Tamas Smaraglai 7º dan Shihan Wjjf Hungary
Alexandr Bryuzgin 6º dan Shihan Wjjf Russia
Kamen Radev 6º dan Shihan Wjjf Bulgaria
Domenico Puz delegate of Wjjf Australia
Petrica Tanase Romania
We would like to remember that in March we should have to confirm us you final booking and place in the Hotel/Restaurants and more because with the Jubilee we have to book everything in advance.
For everyone who has not yet made the reservation we kindly ask to make the
reservation asap, in order we can organize everything at the best.
Thanks a lot for your cooperation, sincerely yours
Who is doing a few, is mistaken a few

Congress Wjjf/Wjjko
PalaPellicone/Centro Olimpico Fijlkam - Ostia –Rome -10-12 June ‘16
Dear Colleagues, friends, Representative (Cho) the jobs for the organization are
walking along with the registration.
A part the Italians, as we can say “are playing at home” we have more than 200
international presences (Russia, Australia, Germany, Usa, Uk, Ireland, ect.) of
which more than 100 are coming from Ireland.
The following soke and Gran Master have already accepted to come:
Paul Hoglund Vice President Tafisa World Games and president of Wjj Confederation
George Popper First Minister of KMFAP Hungary
Special International teachers:
Auvo Niinketo SOKE 10° dan Hokutoryu Founder (Finland)
Itsván Kelemen SOKE 10° dan Kelemen Ryu Founder (Hungary)
Roland Marotaux Hanshi 9º dan TakedaRyu (France)
Alain Sailly Hanshi 8º dan Goshindo Ryu Founder (Belgio)
Rigan Machado (Brasile/Usa 8° dan)
Wjjf-Wjjko international teachers:
David Flaherty 9º dan So Shihan Wjjko Gran Britain
Laurent Haag 9º dan Shihan Wjjf France
David Toney 8º dan Kaicho Wjjf Ireland
Amir Barnea 8º dan Kaicho Wjjf Israel
3

Who is doing a lot, is mistaken a lot.
Who is doing nothing, never mistakes but he is not a man
(Confucius)

Grand Master Anthony David Smith RIP
(known as Soke Tony Smith)
Soke Tony Smith, Judan, (10th Dan) passed away a few days
before Christmas.
He had trained in martial arts for well over 58 years starting his training under
Smith family (no relation) family Dojo in the West Midlands where he also trained under Sensei Abbe. Then he moved to train with Sensei Bleakman, and
Sensei Smith was a pioneer of Atemi Ju Jitsu not just in the UK but worldwi-
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albeit it very slowly due to ill health. On our very last meeting he said “we stand
on the threshold of the 21stcentury we must realize we are the teachers and
guardians of the traditional arts give to us by the ancients, Satori seek knowledge of all. This is why he asked us to begin to preserve the arts he had learned
and that of the early masters with (WBKA Inc) back in 2010.
His final words in our last phone call was “Try to be happy always”. We will
Oss…..
Carl Withey日本武道 教授 Kyoshi former student
World Budo Kan Association Inc President
de,under the Budo of GB and researched both the modern and Ancient history of Atemi during his life time.
In the early 1970’s Sensei Tony Smith’s “Chances club” became one of the biggest and arguably the best Martial art clubs in the West Midlands UK at that time. With members travelling the country giving demonstrations and Sensei
Smith being requested to visit and give guest classes from London, to Liverpool,
Wales to Cumbria. He was the first to get four Japanese masters from differing
styles together on the same mat for a demonstration in 1972 in West Bromwich
UK.
When the company of Chances Glassworks closed in the very early 1980’s, the
club sadly closed. So Sensei Smith opened five clubs around the Midlands. He
achieved his lifelong ambition to visit, and train with masters in Japan, doing so
three times in one trip taking his young son (James Smith age 13yrs) who was
invited to stay on in Japan for elite training under a Japanese Master Hiyabuchi
Shihan.
Sensei Tony as he liked to be called travelled to numerous parts of Japan from
Tokoyo to Koyoto, Kobe, Okayama, and Kara, learning several styles of sword one being Araki Munsasai and his first love Aikido and Aiki-Jujitsu.
Sensei Tony earned his place on the England Team whilst being the oldest team
member (number 4406) in 1993, Gold medal & Bronze oval third place in the
Hontai Yoshin Ryu Tournament Osaka Japan.
On another visit he was given a personal written recommendation by the then
Aikido head instructor in the UK/Europe, M. Kanetsuka sensei, to train at
Aikido at the World Headquarters in Tokyo Japan.
One of his personal proudest moments was being invited to teach martial arts
in Guru Nanak Indian temple. In Chiang Rai Thailand & Burma (teaching 7
different martial arts to well over 100 students at the same time), he refereed a
Judo match in Japan at Osaka Castle. He also lectured extensively in Poland
(Commando, 6th Brigade parachute regiment, Border guards, Gencja OchronySecurity & Secret Service, University of Sport in Krakow being the first
ever foreigner to teach there).
He took on the mantel in teaching the Aikido and Atemi Ju Jitsu that was taught to Reg Bleakman sensei (Budo of Great Britain) inheriting the lineage in
2010 after his passing, and endorsed by sensei Bleakman’s family.
The knowledge he accumulated over his lifetime was immense, and as his student from a young boy he was willing to teach anyone with a true desire to
learn, but he had extremely high standards of etiquette and expected 100%
from you every time. In later visits and training days over the last 5 years, I travelled from Australia to England to train and see him. Now in his 70’s, he
would open up for hours about his early training with many of the master he
trained with and some of the incredible enlightened training he was privileged
to be a part of, especially in the late 50’s to the 70’s and some of the funny incidents he witnessed also would make you cry with laughter, and others so interesting and imformative. There were many, instructors he was privileged to train
with, and be taught by. Here are a few I can remember him talking about: Kinshiro Abbey sensei, Norosensei, Nagazono sensei, Reg Bleakman sensei, Chiba
sensei, Hiyabuchi Sensei, Kyoichi Inove Soke, Kanetsuka sensei.
Even as recently as last year he loved to get out, and teach you something new,
4

“A magic year”
Velletri - Rome (30-31) January 2016
This 2016, could enter in the history
of the “karate sport”, as the year of the
realization of a dream, that one Olympic, we have been chasing for 50 years.
In Rio in August, the Coi will decide if in 2020 in the “Tokyo diary”, will be
put also the karate among the “ demo sport ”, more that the Olympic ones.
Everything is possible!! Meanwhile our 12th World karate Championship for
clubs at the Palasport Bandinelli, VelletriRome, has just finished with an enviable presence of about 1500 participants. And we can say the competition promoted by our monthly magazine “Samurai”, began slowly.
The duo GSB/Daniele Lazzarini, once again, have been awarded by the loyalty
of the clubs which have given lustrous to this event, outside the Federal and
sports body calendars.
Many abroad countries were missing apart from Austria, Netherland, Poland,
Romania, Russia and Slovenia, because of the International situation and because of the visa problems. Which are becoming more and more difficult.
Meanwhile we can enjoy for this success.
“It is for posterity to judge!”
Clubs ’ KATA GOJU RYU
1 Gojuika Reinbukan Rome (196), 2 Asd Shiro Club Rome (87), 3 Asd Be First Rome (73), 4 Polisportiva Tevere Rome (49)
clubs’ KATA SHITO RYU
1 As Gym 2000 Rome (300), 2 As Kenyu kai Italia Rivoli RM (246), 3 Shikado
Rome (85), 4 Asd Karate Studio Francavilla a Mare CH (78)
Clubs ’ KATA WADO RYU
1 Mushin Le Cupole Roma (105), 2 Asd Caere Sporting Club Cerveteri RM
(100), 3 Kata Doryo Roma (84), 4 Asd Budo Tomei Renmei Roma (84)
clubs’ KATA SHOTOKAN
1 Darumata Ski Shotokan K.do Rossano CS (116), 2 Csks Fujyama Genazzano
RM (108), 3 Asd Fitness Montello Latina RM (105) ,4 Asd Palestra Dragon
Carlentin SR (104)
Clubs ’ KUMITE KIHON
1 Asd La Cittadella dello Sport Torre del Greco NA (84), 2 Acs Okinawa 2003
Roma (76), 3 Tka Il gladiatore Boxe Academy Roma (74), 4 Goshin Karate
Dojo Santa Marinella RM (54)
KUMITE SANBON
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1 Gruppo Karate Gilardi, 2 Asd Atletico Bravetta, 3 Yoshokan, 4 As Kenyu Kai
Italia
KUMITE IPPON
1 Accademia Shirai karate, 2 Shotoisshinkai, 3 Gruppo Karate Gilardi, 4 Centro
Karate Pirrazzo
Absolute
1 As Gym 2000 Roma, 2 As Keenyu Kai Italia, 3 Gojukai Rbk

A Brief History of Shiatsu
The treatment of the body using chi has been around for a very long time. One
of the first written accounts describing meridians as channels of energy was discovered in a Han dynasty (206BC - 220AD) tomb in Hunan, China; 8000
year old stone acupuncture needles have been found, also in China, and Neolithic ice mummies have been found to have acupuncture points tattooed on
their skin. There is ample evidence therefore that people have been aware of chi,
and been treating it for many, many years.
Acupuncturists will say that meridians were discovered as a result of needling
specific points, and finding where the sensation goes to. I feel that it is just as
likely that this stimulation was given using touch rather than penetration with a
needle. In any event, traditional acupuncture training requires a long apprenticeship using touch alone before needles are introduced.
Whichever came first, touch or penetration, ordinary people, in what was a peasant agrarian society, would have not had the skill to practice acupuncture or
the resources to hire skilled medical practitioners. This lead to the tradition of
treating family and friends using manipulation of the meridians and popularly
known points. We all know some of these points and use them instinctively think what you do when you have a headache, eyestrain or indigestion, and
then check the points!
As the dominant regional power, China exported many of its customs, sciences
and technologies to adjacent countries, and similar manipulation techniques appeared in the Philippines, Indonesia, and even as far away as India, where the
Vedic concept of Prana is very similar to that of Chi. It is worth noting that the
Indian culture claims that this was a discovery that they made themselves and
then exported East. If this is so it would underline the validity of the concept as
it apparently arose in more than one place, and carried enough of a resonance to
be widely accepted in both.
The story of Shiatsu as we now know it, however, carries on in Japan which in
the 6th Century, like so many of its neighbours, adopted much of the Chinese
view of medicine. The concept of chi (ki in Japanese) became as central to Japanese culture as it was in China. So much so that the equivalent greeting to ‘how
are you?' in English translates to ‘how is your ki?' in Japanese, and the expression for poor health means literally ‘bad ki.'
The result was that ki manipulation in the form of Shi-atsu meaning ‘finger
pressure' became a great folk tradition in Japan, and for centuries it flourished
as a part of everyday life. By the beginning of the last century, however, the gradual move towards Western scientific and medical values which were seen as
modern and somehow more exciting had reduced Shiatsu's importance. It had
become something of an embarrassment, having the same connotations as Swe-
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dish massage would have had in the seventies and eighties- slightly seedy and a
mode of pleasure rather than a medical procedure.
There was a rearguard action, however, headed by TokujiroNamikoshi who
founded the Clinic of Pressure Therapy in 1925. This school took on board
Western nomenclature, and favoured a more ‘scientific' approach. This enabled
Shiatsu to continue in a clinical setting, and the Namikoshi style is still the most widely practiced in Japan.
What we see as Shiatsu in the West is derived from the Namikoshi school in
that it was the son of a teacher that put together what became called Zen Shiatsu. Shizuto Masunaga, a professor of psychology at Tokyo University, inherited
a deep interest in Traditional Chinese Medicine from his mother who was a teacher at the Namikoshi school for ten years.
During the 1970s, Masunaga combined his understanding of psychology with
TCM and conventional Shiatsu as practiced by his mother, and created what he
called Zen Shiatsu, a synthesis of modern Western thinking and traditional Eastern healing techniques. He took this to the United States where he continued
to develop his theories up to his death in 1981.
Since then, his students and third and fourth generation Shiatsu practitioners
have continued the development of Shiatsu building a vibrant and dynamically
growing treatment system.
Shiatsu today has a multitude of styles and approaches; indeed each practitioner
has their own individual style. Within this, though, there is a core structure underlying each treatment which has been evolving for 8000 years or more.

International calendar Wjjko 2016
11-16 March: Norcia Italy 29th Stage and Coppa Italy of ju
jitsu
11-12 June: Rome Wjjf/Wjjko Congress
23/25 September: Gaeta Italy Stage
21/23 October: Octobercamp in Bergen (Norvegia)
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